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GOODWILL IN PASSING OFF ACTIONS: IN
SEARCH OF BALANCE
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ABSTRACT
The question of protecting the reputation of foreign
traders has always been contentious in passing off cases.
This article argues that a liberal “soft-line” approach
(recognized in India and most other Commonwealth
jurisdictions) works better than the English “hard-line”
approach, not least because of certain practical issues in
India. Yet, there have been concerns that the soft-line
approach may need to be moderated. This article discusses
three recent cases raising the bar for foreign traders
claiming a protectable reputation (of the U.K. Supreme
Court, Singapore Trade Marks Registry and the Indian
Supreme Court). The article disagrees with the reasoning in
each of these cases, arguing that the Indian Supreme Court’s
decision is especially problematic and undermines several
Indian precedents recognizing the soft-line approach.
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INTRODUCTION
This article draws from an earlier article I had
published in the Oxford University Commonwealth Law
Journal, concerning the common law tort of passing off.2 I
will discuss two recent judgements on the subject, by the
Supreme Courts of the U.K. and India, and update some of
my arguments. In my previous article, I had criticized the
approach of courts in England.3 To summarize, the House
of Lords, in a century-old taxation case, had held that a
German margarine manufacturer with no customers outside
2
Arpan Banerjee, Spill-Over Reputation in Passing Off Actions: Indian
and English Law Compared, 14 OXFORD UNIV. COMM. L.J. 21 (2014).
3
In an action for passing off, a plaintiff must establish U(1) that his goods
have acquired a particular reputation among the public, (2) that persons
wishing to buy his goods are likely to be misled into buying the goods of
the defendant and (3) that he is likely to suffer damage thereby.=
Consorzio del Prosciutto di Parma v. Marks & Spencer PLC and others
[1991] EWHC, [1991] 108 RPC (HL) 351 [405] (appeal taken from
Eng.). A passing off action is useful when a plaintiff seeks to protect a
mark that is not registered under trademark legislation, or in cases
involving attributes of goods and services that are not covered by
trademark legislation. Passing off and palming off are synonyms. J.
THOMAS MCCARTHY, MCCARTHY ON TRADEMARKS & UNFAIR
COMPETITION § 25.01(1) (4th ed. 1994). In India and other
Commonwealth jurisdictions, the term Upassing off= is usually preferred,
while Upalming off= is more common in the U.S. As an example, in ITC
v Punchgini 482 F.3d 135, 160 (2d Cir. 2007), an India-based plaintiff
had written a cease and desist letter to a U.S.-based defendant accusing
the latter of passing off by running a restaurant with the same name as a
popular restaurant run by the plaintiff in India. Id. The court preferred
to use the term palming off. Id.
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Germany could not be said to have goodwill in England, as
)SW Uv))+Ru()W /V O/[vOR)q= R* W**W0)RvO )/ T//ZtROOj4 English
courts have since transposed this understanding of goodwill
into modern trademark jurisprudence, where a plaintiff must
establish a protectable goodwill or reputation as a first step.
For example, in a case where a popular French
nightclub was unable to prevent a British nightclub from
using the same name, the High Court of Justice held that the
.OvR0)RVV [/(OZ 0/) W*)vuOR*S U+W.()v)R/0 R0 )SW *W0*W 2v)W+RvO
V/+ )SW .(+./*W /V v .v**R0T /VV v[)R/0j= 5 In another,
somewhat infamous case, the Court of Appeal rejected an
action by the U.S.-based manufacturers of Budweiser beer
against a Czech company selling beer bearing the same
name.6 The plaintiff submitted evidence that included
advertisements in the U.S. media that residents in England
had been exposed to, statements of witnesses in England,
and purchases to U.S. diplomatic and military personnel
posted in England.7 However, the court drew a distinction
uW)tWW0 UT//ZtROO= v0Z U2W+W +W.()v)R/0l= /u*W+'R0T )Sv)
)SW Ov))W+ [/(OZ UWrR*) tR)S/() v0q *(../+)R0T O/[vO u(*R0W**l
but . . . does not by itself constitute a property which the law
.+/)W[)*j=8 On some occasions, English judges have tried to
adopt a more liberal approach to interpreting goodwill. 9
>[S/Ov+* [/22/0Oq +WVW+ )/ )SR* v* v U*/V)-OR0W= v..+/v[Sl
[/0)+v*)R0T tR)S )SW USv+Z-line= v..+/v[S vu/'Wj10 In

4

I.R.C. v. Muller & Co.9s Margarine Ltd. [1901] AC 217 (HL) 224Y25.
Alain Bernardin et Compagnie v. Pavilion Properties Ltd. [1967] RPC
581 (Ch).
6
Anheuser-Busch Inc v. Budejovicky Budvar [1984] FSR 413 (CA).
7
Id. at 417, 420Y30, 457, 475.
8
Id. at 470.
9
See Maxim9s Ltd. v. Dye [1977] FSR 364 (Ch); Pete Waterman Ltd. v.
CBS UK Ltd. [1993] EMLR 27 (Ch) 50.
10
See CATHERINE COLSTON & JONATHAN GALLOWAY, MODERN
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW (3d ed., 2010).
5
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Starbucks. v British Sky Broadcasting11 (decided by the
Court of Appeal at the time I had written my previous article,
now decided by the U.K. Supreme Court), the court largely
affirmed the hard-line approach, with a few allowances.
In my previous article, I had argued that the Indian
v..+/v[S )/ .v**R0T /VVl tSR[S +W[/T0RpW* U*.ROO-/'W+=
reputation emanating from overseas, is superior to the
g0TOR*S ./*R)R/0l R0 ORTS) /V )/Zvq9* TO/uvORpWZ [/22W+[Wj c
had also cited cases from other Commonwealth
jurisdictions, such as Australia, New Zealand and Canada,
where courts have held spill-over reputation to be
protectable. Other Commonwealth scholars have expressed
a view similar to mine, both before my article and
afterwards.12 The British scholar Christopher Wadlow has
*(TTW*)WZ )SW RZWv /V v UuvOv0[R0T WrW+[R*W= +v)SW+ )Sv0 v
wholesale adoption of the soft-line approach, to safeguard
the interests of defendants. In this article, I will discuss three
cases raising the bar for foreign traders claiming a
protectable reputation—the decision of the U.K. Supreme
Court in Starbucks, the Singapore Trade Marks Registry in
Alphasonics Trademark Opposition,13 and the Indian
11

Starbucks (HK) Ltd. and Another v. British Sky Broadcasting [2015]
UKSC 31, [2015] 1 WLR 2628.
12
See Olivia Lewis, Starbucks (HK) Case Note: The Ambiguous Limb of
Goodwill and the Tort of Passing Off, 48 VICTORIA UNIV. WELLINGTON
L. REV. 55 (2017); Graeme Austin, The Consumer in Cross-Border
Passing Off Cases, 47 VICTORIA UNIV. WELLINGTON L. REV. 209
(2016); Cheng Lim Saw, Goodwill Hunting in Passing Off: England
Retains the “Hard Line” for Now, 27 SING. ACAD. L.J 589 (2015);
Cheng Lim Saw, Goodwill Hunting in Passing Off: Time to Jettison the
Strict “Hard Line” Approach in England?, 8 J. BUS. L. 645 (2010);
Fiona Martin, The Dividing Line between Goodwill and International
Reputation: A Comparison of the Law Relating to Passing Off in the
United Kingdom, Australia and Other Jurisdictions, J. BUS. L. 70 (1995).
13
Opposition Hearing in Trademark No. T1105467E, Intellectual
Property Office of Singapore (July 17, 2013), https://www.ipos.gov.sg
/docs/default-source/resources-library/hearings-and-mediation/legaldecisions/2013/2013-sgipos-6.pdf [hereinafter Alphasonics].
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Supreme Court in Toyota v Prius.14 Wadlow was cited in all
three decisions, but the last two specifically cited his
cautionary views on the soft-line approach.
In Part I of the article, I will cite practical reasons
why recognizing spill-over reputation is important in India.
In Part II, I will consider whether the soft-line approach
requires some fine-tuning to prevent its misuse and will
discuss Alphasonics and Starbucks. I will then discuss
Toyota and criticize the decision as problematic. I will
conclude by proposing guidelines that courts in India can
follow to better balance the interests of plaintiffs and
defendants.
I.

WHY SPILL-OVER REPUTATION MATTERS: AN
INDIAN PERSPECTIVE

There are at least five reasons why it is especially
important for Indian courts to recognize spill-over reputation
in passing off cases. First, in some Commonwealth
jurisdictions, such as the U.K., Singapore, and South Africa,
there exists a statutory trademark provision that protects
unregistered marks, independent of a passing off action.15
There is no corresponding provision in India. While this
provision only applies in situations where the relevant mark
R* UtWOO-P0/t0= v0Z R)* (*W uq v0/)SW+ R* UORPWOq )/ [v(*W
[/0V(*R/0l= )SW [/2.OW)W vu*W0[W /V *([S v .+/'R*R/0 R0
India means that passing off is practically the only type of
civil action available to an overseas trader seeking to protect
an unregistered mark—even if the mark is well-known and
used in manner leading to confusion. Here, the recognition
of spill-over reputation becomes relevant if the trader has no
presence in India. The trader must establish prior reputation
14
15

Toyota v. Prius, AIR 2018 SC 167 (India).
Banerjee, supra note 2, at 23.
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of the mark in India, rather than prior use of the mark in
India.16
Second, it has traditionally taken an inordinately long
time to register a trademark in India, with oppositions
resulting in further delays. 17 f/OO/tR0T c0ZRv9* v[cession to
the Madrid Protocol in 2013, the pace of processing trade
mark applications has apparently improved.18 Yet, this does
not appear to be wholly true for pre-Madrid applications or
opposed applications.19 Thus, it conceivable that a foreign
trader with spill-over reputation may be unable to sue for
trademark infringement in India simply because of a longpending application.
16

Banerjee, supra note 2, at 23.
TAYLOR WESSING, GLOBAL INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INDEX 28 (5th
ed. 2016), https://united-kingdom.taylorwessing.com/documents/get
/576/gipi5-report.pdf/show_on_screen.
18
OFFICE OF THE CONTROLLER GENERAL OF PATENTS, DESIGNS, TRADE
MARKS AND GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATIONS, ANNUAL REPORT 2016-17, at
75
(2017),
http://www.ipindia.nic.in/writereaddata/Portal
/IPOAnnualReport/1_94_1_1_79_1_Annual_Report-201617_English.pdf (UTill March 2017, Indian office has received 619
applications for international registration of trademarks under the
Madrid Protocol, out of which 523 applications have been certified and
forwarded to the WIPO. Out of these applications 357 marks were
registered at the level of the WIPO.=).
19
According to official data, the Indian Trade Marks Registry disposes
of 1/3 fewer oppositions and rectification (cancellation) applications
than it receives. Id. at 73. This data does not distinguish between
oppositions and rectifications (the former, of course, concerning marks
pending registration and the latter marks already registered) but it would
probably be fair to assume that oppositions outnumber rectifications. In
my previous article, I had cited, as an offhand example, a pre-Madrid
application for the mark FCUK. Banerjee, supra note 2, at 22, note 15.
The application was filed as early as March 1998. An opposition against
the application, filed by an interloper on grounds of morality, is still
pending today. Record of Trademark Application No. 793780, INDIAN
TRADE MARKS REGISTRY, https://ipindiaonline.gov.in/eregister/
viewdetails_new.aspx (search for U793780= in UEnter Trade
Mark/Application Number= query).
17
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Third, counterfeiting of global brands is widely
prevalent in India.20
It is also not uncommon for
counterfeiters to apply for trademark registrations of wellknown overseas marks. In such cases, if the overseas
proprietor of a trademark has not used the mark in India,
establishing prior spill-over reputation becomes critical. For
instance, during a random search of the Indian Trade Marks
Registry, I found usurping trademark applications for three
fast food restaurant brands that do not have a presence in
c0ZRvl 0v2WOq #+uq9* o/0W v..OR[v)R/0 /0 v .+/./*WZ-use
basis and another application citing a 2013 use date),21 Tim
d/+)/09* o/0W v..OR[v)R/0 [R)R0T v KhhF (*W Zv)Wn 22 and
Whitecastle (one application on a proposed-use basis).23
c0 )SW [v*W /V #+uq9*l )SW /+RTR0vO :j>j .+/.+RW)/+ Sv*
not yet filed an application to register its mark. It thus filed
an opposition to the first usurping application (which is still
20

See generally INT9L CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ET AL.,
COUNTERFEITING, PIRACY AND SMUGGLING IN INDIA Y EFFECTS AND
POTENTIAL
SOLUTIONS
(2016),
https://cdn.iccwbo.org/content
/uploads/sites/3/2016/11/Counterfeiting-piracy-and-smuggling-inIndia-Value-of-IP-in-india.pdf.
21
In the case of Arby9s, I found two similar marks, one using a different
font compared to the original logo, filed in December 2011, and the other
using the same font and cowboy hat logo as the original, filed in
December 2013. Records of Trademark Application Nos. 2103190 &
2638730, INDIAN TRADE MARKS REGISTRY, https://ipindiaonline.gov.in/
eregister/viewdetails_new.aspx (search for U2013190= and U2638730= in
UEnter Trade Mark/Application Number= query).
22
In the case of Tim Horton9s, I found an application to register TIM
HORTON9S as a word mark, filed in March 2011. Record of Trademark
Application No. 2114621, INDIAN TRADE MARKS REGISTRY,
https://ipindiaonline.gov.in/eregister/viewdetails_new.aspx (search for
U2114621= in UEnter Trade Mark/Application Number= query)
[hereinafter Tim Horton9s Application].
23
In the case of Whitecastle, I found an application using the same font
and castle logo as the original, filed in October 2013. Record of
Trademark Application No. 2614755, INDIAN TRADE MARKS REGISTRY,
https://ipindiaonline.gov.in/eregister/viewdetails_new.aspx (search for
U2614755= in UEnter Trade Mark/Application Number= query).
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pending) relying on spill-over reputation and the likelihood
/V .v**R0T /VVl *)v)R0T )Sv) Uy[x/0*RZW+R0T )Sv) )S/(*v0Z* /V
Indians visit the United States annually for business and on
vacation and given that the Internet has significantly
diminished borders, Indians especially in urban areas would
2/*) ORPWOq uW vtv+W /V y)SWx /../0W0)9* )+vZW2v+Pj=24 With
respect to the second usurping application, the mark was
refused registration as the applicant tried to register some
common and potentially infringing terms alongside the
mark.25 But had the application been allowed to proceed, an
opposition by the U.S. proprietor would surely have hinged
on spill-over reputation. In )SW [v*W /V <R2 d/+)/09*l v) )SW
time of the usurping application, the original Canada-based
brand owner had filed an application to register its mark in
India in 2009 (which is still pending) on a proposed-use
basis.26 The usurping application was eventually refused
+WTR*)+v)R/0 oV/+ +Wv*/0* 0/) V(OOq [OWv+ V+/2 )SW v..OR[v)R/09*
+W[/+Znl u() SvZ R) uWW0 vOO/tWZ )/ .+/[WWZl <R2 d/+)/09*
would also have had to file an opposition based on spill-over
reputation and likelihood of passing off.27 In the case of
24

Opposition to Trademark Application No. 2103190, INDIAN TRADE
MARKS REGISTRY, https://ipindiaonline.gov.in/eregister/viewdetails_
new.aspx (search for U2103190= in UEnter Trade Mark/Application
Number= query).
25
Correspondence Between the Applicant and the Indian Trade Marks
Registry in Application No. 2638730, INDIAN TRADE MARKS REGISTRY,
https://ipindiaonline.gov.in/eregister/viewdetails_new.aspx (search for
U2638730= in UEnter Trade Mark/Application Number= query). The
applicant tried to register UGood Mood Food= (subject of an earlier
application by another trader) and UVeg.= (an abbreviation for vegetarian
food commonly used in India).
26
Record of Trademark Application No. 1806049, INDIAN TRADE
MARKS REGISTRY, https://ipindiaonline.gov.in/eregister/viewdetails_
new.aspx (search for U1806049= in UEnter Trade Mark/Application
Number= query).
27
Tim Horton9s Application, supra note 22. The record shows that the
Registry objected to the application citing the earlier application by the
Canada-based company and that the applicant9s submitted a response
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Whitecastle, the U.S.-based company filed two trademark
applications only after the usurping application, but these are
still pending.28 Thus, the U.S.-based company filed an
opposition to the usurping application (which is still
pending) using the spill-over reputation and passing off
strategy, citing global advertisements and publicity. 29
Fourth, flowing from the point mentioned in the
#+uq9* /../*R)R/0l )SW+W v+W Ov+TW 0(2uW+* /V c0ZRv0*
traveling overseas for work or higher education, in regions
such as Europe, North America, Asia and Australia.30
#[[/+ZR0T )/ v :0R)WZ \v)R/0* +W./+)l Uc0ZRv R* 0/t )SW
country with the largest number of people living outside the
[/(0)+q9* u/+ZW+*j= 31 Indians living overseas frequently
retain close familial, cultural, and business links with India,
and even those acquiring foreign citizenship often acquire a

claiming that their mark was different. A notice for a hearing was issued
to the applicant, but it is not clear if the applicant attended the hearing
or, if yes, what the exact basis for refusing the application was,
considering it claimed an earlier use date.
28
Records of Trademark Application Ns. 2829149 & 2829151, INDIAN
TRADE MARKS REGISTRY, https://ipindiaonline.gov.in/eregister/
viewdetails_new.aspx (search for U2829149= and U2829151= in UEnter
Trade Mark/Application Number= query).
29
Opposition to Trademark Application No. 2614755, INDIAN TRADE
MARKS REGISTRY, https://ipindiaonline.gov.in/eregister/viewdetails
_new.aspx (search for U2614755= in UEnter Trade Mark/Application
Number= query).
30
Mini Gu, India: Mapping Student Mobility from the World’s Number
2 Sender, WORLD EDUCATION NEWS AND REVIEWS (August 16, 2017),
https://wenr.wes.org/2017/08/india-mapping-student-mobility-fromthe-worlds-number-2-sender; Malini Goyal, Outbound Tourism Market
from India Grows: Four Emerging Trends, THE ECONOMIC TIMES (April
14, 2013), https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/services/
travel/outbound-tourism-market-from-india-grows-four-emergingtrends/articleshow/19532741.cms.
31
Dep9t of Econ. and Soc. Affairs, Int9l Migration Rep., at 12, U.N. Doc.
ST/ESA/SER.A/404 (2017).
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Z(vO UB'W+*Wv* !R)RpW0 /V c0ZRv= *)v)(*j 32 Importantly, a
sizeable segment of the Indian diaspora is prosperous and
well-educated (in the U.S. and the U.K., belonging to the
highest economic strata).33 Meanwhile, Indian tourists,
students and other visitors overseas have spent up to $1.2
billion per month in outward remittances. 34 Thus, it can
reasonably be inferred that thousands of affluent Indians
living overseas visit India and vice versa. This can clearly
contribute to foreign brands, even niche, upscale ones,
acquiring a spill-over reputation in India.
Fifth, for several decades, until the 1990s, India had
a tightly closed socialist economy that was hostile to foreign
direct investment (FDI). 35 As a result, even global
companies eager to invest in India were forced to stay away.
To cite an infamous example, the Coca-Cola company was
forced to leave India after the government directed it to share
32

Constantino Xavier, Experimenting with Diasporic Incorporation:
The Overseas Citizenship of India, 17 NATIONALISM & ETHNIC POLITICS
34 (2011); Sohali Verma, Instruments of Engagement: Assessing India’s
PIO and OCI Schemes, CARIM-India Research Rep. 21/2013, MINISTRY
OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS (2013), https://www.mea.gov.in/images/
pdf/AssessingIndiasPIOandOCISchemes.pdf.
33
In the U.K., British Indian households rank first within the highest and
second-highest income brackets, ahead of Chinese British and White
British households. Dep9t of Work and Pensions, Household Income,
GOV.UK (Oct. 10, 2017), https://www.ethnicity-facts-figures.service.
gov.uk/work-pay-and-benefits/pay-and-income/householdincome/latest. In the U.S., 36 percent of Hindu-American households
earn more than $ 100,000 a year (second only to Jewish Americans) and
34 percent earn between $50,000 to $99,000 a year. David Masci, How
Income Varies Among U.S. Religious Groups, PEW RESEARCH CENTER
(Oct. 11, 2016), http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/10/11/
how-income-varies-among-u-s-religious-groups/.
34
Nupur Anand, From Holidays to Higher Studies, Indians Are Spending
Billions Abroad, QUARTZ (Mar. 27, 2018), https://qz.com/1238078/
indians-are-spending-billions-of-dollars-abroad-on-everything-fromholidays-to-higher-studies/.
35
See generally PULAPRE BALAKRISHNAN, ECONOMIC GROWTH IN
INDIA: HISTORY AND PROSPECT (2010).
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its formula and knowledge with local manufacturers.36
f/OO/tR0T )SW [/2.v0q9* ZW.v+)(+Wl !v2.v !/Ovl v O/[vO
Indian cola brand with a logo ripped off from Coca-Cola,
became the most popular soft drink in India for several
years.37 After the liberalization of the Indian economy, many
global corporations entered (or re-entered) India only to find
that their trademarks had been wrongfully appropriated by
others. One of the best examples was Whirlpool. The
company could not operate in India due to import restrictions
and let its trademark registration lapse.38 In a landmark case,
which has since become the touchstone for deciding passing
off cases brought by overseas traders in Indian courts, the
Supreme Court of India upheld a Delhi High Court decision
+W[/T0RpR0T 6SR+O.//O9* *.illover reputation in a passing off
claim.39
Today, thousands of major corporations have a
presence in India and have registered their trademarks,
limiting the possibility of such occurrences. Yet, the Indian
government still heavily restricts FDI in a few sectors,
notably retail. This increases the relevance of spill-over
reputation for overseas traders in these sectors. For example,
in 2013, Waitrose, the upscale British retail chain, became
the official sponsor of the English cricket team.40 This
36

See Multinational Monitor, Backwash: Coke Returns from India Exile:
An Interview with George Fernandes, MULTINATIONAL MONITOR (JulyY
Aug. 1995), https://www.multinationalmonitor.org/hyper/issues/1995/
07/mm0795_10.html.
37
Sam Dolnick, Waning Days of an Indian Soda Pop, THE NEW YORK
TIMES (Feb. 23, 2009), https://www.nytimes.com/2009/02/23/
technology/23iht-cola.1.20365713.html?_r=0.
38
According to Whirlpool, it had been wrongly advised that it was
necessary to establish trademark use to obtain a registration in India. See
Whirlpool v. Dongre, (1994) 56 DLT 304 (Del. HC) ¶ 5 (India).
39
Dongre v. Whirlpool, (1996) 5 SCC 714 (India).
40
Nick Hoult, England Cricket Team Sign Deal with Waitrose, DAILY
TELEGRAPH (May 9, 2013), https://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/cricket/
international/england/10047229/England-cricket-team-sign-deal-withWaitrose.html.
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increased the visibility of the brand in India, wSW+W [+R[PW)9*
popularity borders on the obsessive. The following year, the
popular British actor Stephen Fry tweeted a photograph of a
supermarket in the Indian city of Madras, using the logo
U6vR)+/*W _/0Z/0 >(.W+2v+PW)j=41 The photograph was
retweeted and commented on hundreds of times.42 The fake
Indian supermarket had, in fact, applied to register the mark
R0 c0ZRv o*)ROO .W0ZR0Tn Q(*) v VWt Zvq* uWV/+W f+q9* )tWW)l
citing a 2014 use date.43 In contrast, Waitrose currently has
a pending mark application on a proposed-use basis.44 Here,
if an opposition ensues, Waitrose can trump a claim of prior
use by the Indian supermarket by claiming prior spill-over
reputation, relying especially on its cricket connection.
In all the above situations, had the English hard-line
standard been applied, it may have led to unjust outcomes
legitimizing the use of well-known foreign trademarks by
dishonest domestic traders.
II.

BALANCING THE SOFT-LINE APPROACH

Amidst criticism of the hard-line approach, Wadlow
has warned that abandoning it could lead to Uu/0v VRZW
domestic traders finding themselves open to litigation at the
suit of unknown or barely-known claimants from almost

41

Stephen Fry (@stephenfry), TWITTER (Sep. 14, 2014, 3:38 AM),
https://twitter.com/stephenfry/status/511101777618276352?lang=en.
42
Id.
43
Record of Trademark Application No. 2803934, INDIAN TRADE
MARKS REGISTRY, https://ipindiaonline.gov.in/eregister/viewdetails_
new.aspx (search for U2803934= in UEnter Trade Mark/Application
Number= query).
44
Record of Trademark Application No. 2364261, INDIAN TRADE
MARKS REGISTRY, https://ipindiaonline.gov.in/eregister/viewdetails_
new.aspx (search for U2364261= in UEnter Trade Mark/Application
Number= query).
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v0qtSW+W R0 )SW t/+OZj=45 Wadlow has thus advocated the
0WWZ V/+ v UuvOv0[R0T WrW+[R*W= uq [/(+)*j 46 In my article, I
had responded to Wadlow as follows:
These concerns are certainly valid. A significant
problem could arise in cases involving the use of
common and unimaginative words that could easily be
thought of by more than one trader by coincidence.
For instance, a small trader in Delhi might honestly use
the word DIAMOND on pencils, only to be sued by a
little-known, but wealthier Australian company which
has not registered the mark in India but claims to have
adopted the mark earlier on similar or identical goods.
In such cases, plaintiffs may produce advertisements
from foreign newspapers and magazines, or simply
argue that Indians living overseas have been exposed
to the mark.47

A fairly recent Delhi High Court case (which I had
made the mistake of citing uncritically in my previous
article) presents an example. Cadbury had sued the Indian
subsidiary of Lotte (a well-known East Asian confectionary
company) for passing off, for selling chocolate eclairs using
)SW 2v+P U!dB!_#c?>= o(*WZ uq !vZu(+q /0 a similar
product outside India).48 Cadbury claimed spill-over
reputation in India, citing sales figures and advertisements in
China, South Africa, Indonesia, and Malaysia.49 Each of
these countries receive numerous tourists from India, and
South Africa, Indonesia, and Malaysia are also home to a
large, prosperous Indian community. 50 Thus, Cadbury was
45

CHRISTOPHER WADLOW, THE LAW OF PASSING OFF: UNFAIR
COMPETITION BY MISREPRESENTATION 157 (2011).
46
Id.
47
Banerjee, supra note 2, at 41.
48
Cadbury UK Ltd. & Anr. v. Lotte India Corp. Ltd., (2014) 57 PTC 422
(Del. HC) (India).
49
Id. at ¶¶ 4, 15, 36.
50
Farida Susanty, Indonesia Eyes Indian Tourists Visiting Malaysia,
Singapore,
JAKARTA
POST
(May
11,
2018),
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not incorrect in citing these countries to claim spill-over
reputation. Furthermore, Cadbury had been using the mark
/()*RZW c0ZRv V/+ v [/0*RZW+vuOW )R2Wj zW)l U!dB!_#c?>=
is hardly an imaginative name for a brand of chocolate
eclairs. What then prevents the DIAMOND example from
occurring in India, in case of a less worthy plaintiff?
In defense of the soft-line position, it could be argued
that this is a separate concern linked to the second and third
factors in a passing off action (likelihood of confusion and
likelihood of damage respectively). However, in India, as in
England, an interim injunction is granted not on the basis
that the plaintiff has a prima facie case, but only that there is
a serious question to be decided.51 While the general public
interest has been held in India to be a factor against the grant
of an interim injunction, the use of such a defense remains
untested in such situations. In the above case, Cadbury was
granted an interim injunction that was affirmed on appeal—
possibly a problematic precedent. So how can the soft-line
position be moderated? Unfortunately, neither Alphasonics
nor Starbucks nor Toyota provide a satisfactory answer—at
least from an Indian perspective.
In Alphasonics, the applicant, the Singapore
subsidiary of a German company, sought to register
U#_Ad#>B\c!>= otR)S v ZW[/+v)R'W Uv= *q2u/On R0
relation to ultrasonic and chemical cleaning equipment, on a
proposed-use basis. The opponent, a British company, was
already
manufacturing
such
products
using
http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2018/05/11/indonesia-eyesindian-tourists-visiting-malaysia-singapore.html; South Africa Expects
100,000 Indian Tourists in 2018, LITTLE INDIA (Feb. 16, 2018),
https://littleindia.com/south-africa-expects-100000-indian-tourists2018/; Population of Overseas Indians, MINISTRY OF EXTERNAL
AFFAIRS
(2016),
https://www.mea.gov.in/images/pdf/NRIs-andPIOs.pdf.
51
Colgate Palmolive v. Hindustan Lever Ltd., (1999) 7 SCC 1, ¶¶ 5Y9
(India) (discussing American Cyanamid Co. v. Ethicon Ltd. (No.1)
[1975] RPC 513 (HL) (appeal taken from Eng.)).
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U#_Ad#>B\c!>j= <SW >R0Tv./+W <+vZW ^v+P* ?WTR*)+q
ruled in favor of the applicant. The Registry cited Wadlow, 52
as well as a Singaporean scholar who had argued that
U>R0Tv./+W Ovt *S/(OZ 0/) vOO/t v V/+WRT0 )+vZW+ )/ *)RVOW
local enterprises unless and until he has entered the market
here, or at least is clearly about to enter the markW)j=53 The
applicant cited advertisements and promotions outside
Singapore as evidence of spill-over reputation, which were
rejected by the Registry. The applicant further demonstrated
the sale of three items in Singapore over a ten-year period.
However, )SW ?WTR*)+q V/(0Z R) UR0[/0[WR'vuOW= )Sv) )SW
opponent could Usustain a business in Singapore with such
*vOW*j=54 <SW ?WTR*)+q *)v)WZ )Sv) UyRxV )SW )S+W*S/OZ V/+
W*)vuOR*SR0T +W0/t0 R0 >R0Tv./+W R* *W) )// O/tl= R) Ut/(OZ
create great uncertainty for thW Z/2W*)R[ )+vZW+j=55
Considering
the
product
in
question,
U#_Ad#>B\c!>=l ORPW U!dB!_#c?>= is not a terribly
original mark. Indeed, the applicant stated that it came up
tR)S )SW *(VVRr U>B\c!>= )/ +WVOW[) )SW 0v)(+W /V R)*
businessl v0Z )SW .+WVRr U#_Ad#= v* R) tv* Uv tWOO+W[/T0RpWZ .S/0W)R[ vO.SvuW)= )Sv) t/(OZ vO*/ .Ov[W )SW
v..OR[v0)9* [/2.v0q v) )SW )/. /V vO.SvuW)R[vO u(*R0W**
listings.56 7RWtWZ V+/2 )SR* v0TOWl )SW ?WTR*)+q9* ZW[R*R/0
may seem fair. Yet, the suggestion that a foreign trader
ought to demonstrate local market presence, or intention to
establish such, seems to tilt towards the hard-line approach.
This can lead to unjust outcomes—say, for example, if the
standard was to be applied to Whitecastle or Waitrose in
India.
In Starbucks, the plaintiff ran a television channel in
d/0T `/0Tl (*R0T )SW 2v+P U\B6j= <SW .OvR0)RVV SvZ
52

Alphasonics, supra note 13, at ¶ 67.
Id. at ¶ 68.
54
Id. at ¶ 77.
55
Id. at ¶ 70.
56
Id. at ¶ 90.
53
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acquired substantial goodwill within Hong Kong. Although
)SW .OvR0)RVV9* [Sv00WO tv* 0/) v[[W**RuOW /()*RZW d/0T
`/0Tl )SW .OvR0)RVV9* /.W+v)WZ v z/(<(uW .vTW v0Z 2vZe
some programs available internationally, including as inflight entertainment.57 The plaintiff also owned a European
Community trademark registration.58 The plaintiff sued the
defendant when the latter announced plans to launch an
internet channel using )SW 0v2W U\B6 <7j= <SW dRTS
Court of Justice, Court of Appeal, and Supreme Court all
affirmed the hard-line approach and rejected the view that
the plaintiff had a protectable reputation in the UK. 59 At the
>(.+W2W !/(+)l _/+Z \W(uW+TW+ tv* U(0.W+*(vZWZ= that the
.OvR0)RVV9* [v*W tv* U*)+W0T)SW0WZ uq )SW Vv[) )Sv) tW v+W 0/t
in the age of easy worldwide travel and global electronic
[/22(0R[v)R/0j=60 He pointed out that accepting the
.OvR0)RVV9* [OvR2 /V *.ROO-over reputation would allow a party
U)/ Ovq [Ovim to some reputation within virtually every
Q(+R*ZR[)R/0l= W'W0 RV R) USvZ 0/) *.W0) v0q )R2W /+ 2/0Wq R0
ZW'WO/.R0T v 2v+PW)j=61 This could unjustly prevent the use
/V Uv0 /+ZR0v+q g0TOR*S t/+Zl ;0/tl9 V/+ v ./)W0)RvOOq
R0ZWVR0R)W .W+R/Zj=62
Lord Neuberger also pointed out that the U.K.
protected unregistered well-known marks of foreign traders
through a statutory provision (as mentioned earlier).
#[[/+ZR0T )/ )SW Q(ZTWl )SR* .+/'R*R/0 tv* U*RT0RVR[v0) R0 )SW
present context because it substantially reduces the
ORPWORS//Z /V )SW */+) /V Sv+*S +W*(O)*= v0Z .+/)W[)* v V/+WRT0
)+vZW+ tS/ U[v00/) W*)vuOR*S v0q [(*)/2W+* /+ *(VVR[RW0)
57

Starbucks (HK) Ltd. and Another v. British Sky Broadcasting [2012]
EWHC 3074 (Ch) ¶¶ 52Y68.
58
Id. at ¶¶ 3Y5.
59
Starbucks (HK) Ltd. and Another v. British Sky Broadcasting [2015]
UKSC 31, [2015] 1 WLR 2628, ¶¶ 10Y13.
60
Id. at ¶ 63.
61
Id.
62
Id.
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T//ZtROO= R0 )SW :j`j 63 This makes the judgement more
palatable and also holds relevance for jurisdictions like
Singapore, whose trade mark statute contains a similar
provision. Future litigation centered around the provision
could result in outcomes where parties fail in the passing of
claims but succeed on statutory well-known mark claims—
an imperfect result but an improvement from earlier cases.
And while it may not always be possible to establish
confusion (which is required under the provision), the
(0ZW+*)v0ZR0T /V tSv) [/0*)R)()W* v UtWOO-P0/t0= 2v+P Sv*
been liberalized. According to a Joint Recommendation by
the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), a
well-known mark does not have to be used in or registered
in the jurisdiction in question, and it should be known to the
U+WOW'v0) *W[)/+= /V )SW .(uOR[ +v)SW+ )Sv0 )SW .(uOR[ v)
large.64 The recommendation also recognizes the promotion
of a mark, including on the internet, adding to its repute.65
Yet, as mentioned earlier, an unregistered-mark protection
provision does not exist in India. This makes the Indian
>(.+W2W !/(+)9* ZW[R*R/0 R0 Toyota deeply problematic.
In Toyota, the dispute originated when Toyota
approached the Indian Trade Marks Registry and sought the
[v0[WOOv)R/0 /V )SW 2v+P UA?c:>=j A+R(* R* v ./.(Ov+ u+v0Z
of hybrid cars manufactured by Toyota, purportedly
launched in 1997. The mark had been registered by an
Indian company in 2001, in relation to automotive spare
parts. The mark was registered worldwide during the 1990s
but an application to register in India has been filed only in
63

Starbucks (HK) Ltd. and Another v. British Sky Broadcasting [2015]
UKSC 31, [2015] 1 WLR 2628, ¶¶ 63; see also supra notes 15Y16 and
accompanying text.
64
WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION, JOINT
RECOMMENDATION CONCERNING PROVISIONS ON THE PROTECTION OF
WELL-KNOWN MARKS art. 2, § 3, (Sept. 20-29, 1999),
http://www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/marks/833/pub833.pdf.
65
Id. at 15, n.2.6.
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2009. 66 Around the same time, Toyota sued for passing off,
citing media reports as evidence of spill-over reputation.
During cross-examination, the Indian company, claiming
S/0W*) vZ/.)R/0 /V )SW 2v+P v0Z RT0/+v0[W vu/() </q/)v9*
mark, stated that it had transliterated the Hindi term pehla
prayas oUVR+*) WVV/+)=n )/ UA?c:>j= 67 Arguably, this defense
was highly disingenuous.68
A single-judge bench of the Delhi High Court ruled
R0 Vv'/+ /V </q/)vj <SW Q(ZTW v[[W.)WZ </q/)v9* [OvR2 /V
prior spill-over reputation in India prior to 2001, through
advertisements and other publicity. 69 The judge rejected the
'RWt )Sv) )SW c0ZRv0 [/2.v0q9* vZ/.)R/0 /V )SW 2v+P SvZ
been honest, noting, among other things, that the father of
the managing partner had been a Toyota parts dealer.70 The
judge went on to award punitive damages to Toyota. On
appeal, a two-judge bench of the Delhi High Court observed
)Sv) )SW W'RZW0[W *(u2R))WZ uq </q/)v U*(+WOq W*)vuOR*SyWZx
that even the media in India widely reported about a hybrid
car by the name of Prius being sold in the Japanese market
R0 )SW qWv+ LDDFj= 71 However, in a bizarre observation, the
court passed remarks on how news of an earthquake in one
country would resonate around the world, and then declared
that the media coverage submitted as evidence by Toyota
66
Prius Auto Indus. Ltd. v. Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha, (2017) 69
PTC 45 (Del. HC) ¶¶ 3Y5 (India).
67
Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha v. Deepack Mangal, (2016) 67 PTC
374 (Del. HC) ¶ 148 (India).
68
A prominent Indian academic has stated that this reasoning was Uone
hell of a stretch.= Shamnad Basheer, Breaking News: Toyota Loses
Trademark Battle over Prius at Indian Supreme Court, SPICY IP (Dec.
15, 2017), https://spicyip.com/2017/12/breaking-news-passing-off-byprius-reputation-must-be-proved-rules-indian-supreme-court.html.
69
Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha v. Deepack Mangal, (2016) 67 PTC
374 (Del. HC) ¶¶ 172Y78 (India).
70
Id. at ¶¶ 172Y73.
71
Prius Auto Indus. Ltd. v. Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha, (2017) 69
PTC 45 (Del. HC) ¶ 26 (India).
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tv* U0/) tR)h such prominence that the public at large
uW[v2W vtv+W /V )SW *v2Wj=72 The court also stated that the
rate of internet penetration in India was low in 2001. 73 The
court then stated that since many years had elapsed since
KhhLl </q/)v /(TS) )/ *S/t UW'RZW0[W /V v[)(vO [/0V(*R/0l=
0/)R0T )Sv) Uy/xu'R/(*Oq 0/ [/0*(2W+ /V </q/)v [v+ /+ u(qW+
/V v0 v()/ .v+) */OZ uq </q/)v tv* W'W+ [/0V(*WZ uq= )SW
ZWVW0Zv0)9* (*W /V )SW 2v+Pj74 Finally, the court stated that
)SW ZWVW0Zv0)9* +Wv*/0R0T V/+ vZ/.)R0T )SW t/+Z A+R(s, based
on pehela prayasl SvZ U0/ uOW2R*S= v0Z tv* U.+/uvuOW v0Z
ORPWOqj=75 f(+)SW+l )Sv) )SW t/+Z U.+R(*= tv* v publici juris
_v)R0 )W+2l 2Wv0R0T U.+R/+=j76 The court accordingly set
v*RZW )SW *R0TOW Q(ZTW9* /+ZW+j77
There are multiple grounds on which thW [/(+)9*
decision can be criticized. Most importantly, the court was
wrong to infer that the mark ought to have been widely
known in India, as the essence of spill-over reputation ought
to be that a mark be known among the relevant section of the
consuming public. Then, the insistence of establishing
actual confusion imposes an unfair burden on the plaintiff.
<SW [/0[O(*R/0 )Sv) UA?c:>= R* publici juris, and the
v[[W.)v0[W /V )SW ZWVW0Zv0)9* Wr.Ov0v)R/0 R0 vZ/.)R0T )SW
term, were also questionable, given that English is a second
or third language for most Indians and that consumers are
not likely to be very familiar with the word.
Expectedly, Toyota appealed to the Supreme Court.
However, the court denied the appeal. Like in Alphasonics,
the court cited Wadlow.78 The court then cited Starbucks,
72

Id. at ¶¶ 27Y31.
Id. at ¶ 31.
74
Id. at ¶ 32.
75
Id. at ¶ 39.
76
Id. at ¶ 34.
77
Id. at ¶ 40.
78
Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha v. Prius Auto Indus. Ltd., AIR 2018
SC 167, ¶ 19 (India).
73
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including an observation by Lord Neuberger where he had
stated: U#* )/ tSv) v2/(0)* )/ v *(VVR[RW0) u(*R0W** )/
amount to goodwill, it seems clear that mere reputation is not
enough . . . In order to establish goodwill, the claimant must
Sv'W [(*)/2W+* tR)SR0 )SW Q(+R*ZR[)R/0j= 79 The court
v[[W.)WZ )Sv) </q/)v9* 2v+P Uhad undoubtedly acquired a
great deal of goodwill in several other jurisdictions in the
world and that too much earlier to the use and registration of
)SW *v2W uq )SW ZWVW0Zv0)* R0 c0ZRvj=80 However, the court
rejected the view that this reputation had spilt over into
c0ZRvl 0/)R0T )SW U'W+q OR2R)WZ *vOW /V )SW .+/Z([) R0 )SW
Indian market and virtually the absence of any advertisement
of the product in c0ZRv .+R/+ )/ #.+ROl KhhLl= vO/0T tR)S )SW
low rate of internet penetration in India in 2001.81 The court
acknowledged the view that the relevant public was a
UOR2R)WZ *WT2W0) /V )SW ./.(Ov)R/0= v0Z 0/) )SW UTW0W+vO
./.(Ov)R/0= u() tv* *)ROO 0/) *v)R*VRWd about the likelihood of
this segment being exposed to the mark.82 Yet, the court
seemingly contradicted itself by also stating that Toyota
[/(OZ 0/) ZW2/0*)+v)W +W.()v)R/0 Uv2/0T*) v significant
section /V )SW c0ZRv0 ./.(Ov)R/0j=83 Finally, the court noted
that Toyota had delayed in filing the suit and that this could
0/) uW vOO/tWZ )/ .+WQ(ZR[W )SW ZWVW0Zv0)9* +RTS)*j 84
<SW >(.+W2W !/(+)9* ZW[R*R/0 Sv* OWV) 2v0q
scratching their heads and contemplating its implications.
Why was the court citing Starbucks, given that Indian courts
have long discarded the English hard-line approach? Did the
court effectively overturn decades of precedents and imply
that a hard-line approach should be followed in India? And
tSROW 6vZO/t9* uvOv0[R0T-exercise concern (also cited in
79

Id. ¶ 24.
Id. ¶ 32.
81
Id.
82
Id.
83
Id. (emphasis added).
84
Id.
80
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Alphasonics) remains valid, was this the correct case in
which to place limits on the soft-line approach? What about
the fact that India does not have the same unregistered markprotection provision like the U.K. or Singapore? Also, while
Lord Ne(uW+TW+9* 'RWt vu/() [/22/0 t/+Z* uWR0T
2/0/./ORpWZ R* 'vORZ v* tWOOl R* UA?c:>= R0 )SW *v2W OWvT(W
v* U0/t=$ <SW0l [/0*RZW+R0T )Sv) </q/)v tv* W**W0)RvOOq
arguing that its reputation had spilt over into a section of the
upper-middle class and wealthy (who comprised most
internet users in 2001, unlike today), was the court implying
that a mark should be widely known beyond this socioeconomic base? Given that the majority of Indians still live
in poverty (or near-poverty) and are never seen as potential
consumers of high-end products, what sense does it make to
look beyond the confines of the wealthy and upper-middle
class in spill-over reputation cases? And then, given the
prevalence of counterfeiting in India, how fair is it to frown
upon delays where a foreign trader belatedly discovers
Indian entities using their marks? In a landmark trademark
infringement and passing off case, followed in numerous
cases, the Supreme Court had stated:
In cases of infringement either of Trade Mark or of
Copyright normally an injunction must follow. Mere
delay in bringing action is not sufficient to defeat grant
of injunction in such cases. The grant of injunction
also becomes necessary if it prima facie appears that
the adoption of the Mark was itself dishonest. 85

Has Toyota also limited the applicability of the above rule?
cVl *vql v0 #+uq9* /+ 6SR)W[v*)OW ZR*[/'W+* )Sv) v0 c0ZRv0
restaurant has been freeriding on its name for many years,
will it have to demonstrate actual confusion? Or, in the end,
was the most crucial part of the judgement actually an
/u*W+'v)R/0 )Sv) U)SW [/+W /V )SW [/0)+/'W+*q uW)tWW0 )SW
85

Midas Hygiene v. Bhatia, (2004) 28 PTC 121, ¶ 5 (India).
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parties is really one of appreciation of the evidence of the
.v+)RW*j=86 That what the Supreme Court was really hinting
at is that lawyers should make an effort to produce better,
more focused evidence, to prevent the spill-over reputation
rule from being misused by all and sundry?
CONCLUSION
This article has argued that there are certain special
factors in India that justify a liberal, soft-line approach
towards recognizing spill-over reputation in passing off
actions. There is merit in the contention that the soft-line
approach is liable to misuse and may need balancing on
appropriate occasions. However, the Indian Supreme
!/(+)9* ZW[R*R/0 tv* v+T(vuOq 0/) )SW correct way to strike
this balance and has resulted in much confusion. If the court
does receive an opportunity to adjudicate a similar case in
future, one hopes that the court can set clearer guidelines on
how this can be achieved. Here, the court can lay down at
least six conditions. First, that evidence of advertising and
publicity spilling over only into the relevant section of the
public, even if small, needs to be shown. Second, that
evidence of publicity should ordinarily be in English and/or
Indian languages. Third, if not relying on Internet publicity
but on the physical use of a mark overseas, the countries
from which the spill-over reputation emanates should
ordinarily be one where a significant section of Indian
passport holders reside (as opposed to overseas nationals of
Indian descent a few generations ago) or visit as tourists and
students. Furthermore, the lower the number of such
[/(0)+RW* [R)WZl )SW tWvPW+ )SW .OvR0)RVV9 [v*Wj f/(+)Sl RV
relying on Internet news sites, evidence of coverage on
websites targeting a global audience would ordinarily be
superior to one targeting a local audience (e.g. the
86

Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha v. Prius Auto Indus. Ltd., AIR 2018
SC 167, ¶ 32 (India).
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Huffington Post versus a regional U.S. paper). Fifth, that a
delay in filing a passing off action is not ordinarily relevant
if the ado.)R/0 /V )SW .OvR0)RVV9* 2v+P R* prima facie
dishonest. Sixth, the adoption of a mark that is highly
unusual and arbitrary in relation to the products in question,
or a coined word with a high degree of inventiveness, can
weigh in favor of a finding of dishonest adoption with
likelihood of confusion. Conversely, the adoption of words
common to the trade, or simple common nouns, can weigh
in favor of a finding of honest adoption with a low likelihood
of confusion.
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